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PhD candidates can set up consultations with learning skills advisers to receive feedback on your academic writing. Our expertise in writing addresses aspects like: coherency (within sections of your thesis and linking sections), fluency in paragraphs and sentence structure, editing and proofreading, motivational strategies and approaches to produce writing (i.e. combat writer's block or sustained writing).

Graduate Research and Writing (https://www.monash.edu/rlo/graduate-research-writing): This library website provides online tutorials that address every aspect of your candidature as it relates to research and writing. There’s a plethora of information available to you at your fingertips. Visit the site and see what’s there. When you get stuck, to back to it.

MyDevelopment offerings: There are various Library-led sessions you may find beneficial to you. Science specific offerings include: STEM - Graduate research students - Developing research questions for your project and STEM - Graduate research students: Writing effective literature reviews. You are awarded education training hours for these sessions.

Library classes: All Monash students can attend any library session on offer. You can look here (https://my.monash.edu.au/news-and-events/bookings/library/) for library classes that may be of interest and register accordingly. You can filter by class name, by Library, etc. There are a variety of classes offered to postgraduates throughout the year like Shut Up and Write, Postgraduate Oral presentation workshop, Endnote and others. The sessions offered through the library booking system do not accrue graduate education training hours for you.